‘Dr Yakub’
-Modern MedicineAnd the Age of Raaa
15th November 2020
.....And then there were 2. Re: Revelation 6:2 & 6:8. 2 ‘Seals’ and going for gold. I write
and I write again and in my place of confinement – Cgynet Hospital Colchester UK.
This document was written as a top level, level 1 piece and can be seen as both meant to
inform and warn about the junction in time we have arrived at and the medical choices and
implications that may lay ahead.
This document also scantly depicts how a medical frontier was breached and strives to
illustrate the way forward from here.
Introduction
Sumerian text submits there were 2 Gods who stood well above the others. There were Anu
and Antu. There were other gods too, there was Enlil, Marduk , Teema and Enki who
partook of what appeared to be an expedition with each god given assignments which they
were deputised to undertake by Anu and Antu.
Chiefly of note to us is the assignment given to Enki and Teema. Enki was tasked with the
creation of man and this was achieved using an amount of blood from Teema. America’s
Nation of Islam submission tallies with the Sumerian, however they brought forth another
name as the scientist responsible for the creation of man............the name they gave was Dr
Yakub.
As an analogy the future ladies and gentlemen beckons and we are all speeding along in a
car. The issue then becomes where are we going? Are we all going in the same direction?
Or do our paths diverge? At this point I re-introduce Robert Temple’s fascinating book –
The Sirius Mystery, with one of its submissions....
....It submits there are about 12 planets and populated with different kinds of beings and
they were tasked with a joint grand intergalactic mission, that is to redress their warring
present by going back in time to the point of their divergence and stopping their taking
different paths to become that future of 12 warring planets. Present day’s planet earth
being their point of origin.
However far-fetched one may deem this submission it still remains pertinent there are issues
here on earth today that have to been looked at. There are currently scientific and
technological advances in:
1. Bio organic manipulation – like Hobs Control genes which essentially are biological
and consists of the manipulation of the organs at the genetic level.
2. Cybernetics – the study and scientific development of man/animal and machine as a
combined functioning unit.
3. Robotics – the advanced study and scientific development of robots or machines.
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4. Nanotechnology – molecular and atomic manipulation to achieve an end result or
product.
....which could easily lead this world astray....
In my paper – English, the language of the gods...which may be downloaded on
www.ToluOladimeji.com The lengthier 56 page copy relays a message of horror/s...well
here we are now 20 years later with technology geared into full throttle.
I feel there is the need to say or re echo my ominous warning that we have indeed arrived at
a junction in time and that with technological advances the man-machine nightmare or
fantasy Sci-fi fans dread or fantasise about is here with us now. And it is one I would in all
humility caution against.
The mission I tell myself is never really over.....no doubt the remaining seal knows as much,
as his prompt came at a strategically pivotal time.......to proceed and to write this......the next
and perhaps final chapter ... ..and the way ahead.....
Policing
The world is a global village and we are all interconnected and related. What one does in
one corner can no longer be viewed in isolation and relegated to that corner. We have to be
responsible for ourselves as well as our neighbours. Or the ramifications may bite us all in
the behind.
This too spurs me to write as I not only appear to have ample time on my hands but as a
concerned stakeholder I have to use this time wisely in context of what lies ahead.
With that in mind it brings to the fore the question of policing these scientific technological
advances which could soon became horrible technological ‘abominations.’ After all one
man’s food is another man’s poison. So I say let us not even go down that path where issues
of ethics come up but rather more so the word preventive ‘policing’ is apt.
The ‘office’ in charge of preventative policing conjures up a picture of a team or teams with a
head who oversees its operations. The office in turn is to have powers with its remit
starting/stopping at policing this field of scientific development to ensure its research and
development and application does not exist. Or else we could be producing abominations
and horrific nightmares which the world does not want to see.
Policing also conjures up the issue of who runs the office and what qualities that person may
possess. It’s a powerful position and few may qualify to fill the seat. Qualities that come to
mind include competence as a basic standard, then integrity, international clout, credibility
and recognition.
I would be seizing the opportunity to make the recommendation for one considered worthy
of a position like this. I have in mind Bill Gates for a position this crucial as I am not only
sure he understands the issues but it is also a logical progression from leaving Microsoft.
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And if indeed at all he chooses to take up the position... ..the remit for example should not
allow for bio organics to mix with cybernatics in otherwords I would strongly not advise for
computer technology to combine with organic tissue/biology in the body. Or else we
talking horrors here .....we are talking of a nightmare in the future.
Peer review mechanism may be embedded in a clause in his accepting the position. To
which I may be in grafted to support him in this role.
As I imagine the position may prove to have too many elements to it that make for the need
for sensible measures to apply and even for each other benefit especially in the current
climate where anytime we approach each other with anything it may be seen as a red gift
either way. And so once again he/we have to be careful and be wise........and you know you
have the additional advantage of having my mind there to check on sincerity of advice.
Rupert Murdoch should have been another person of stature to be recommended for this
position as he also comes from a generation that tends to frown on these new technical
innovations. However he is now retired but may chose to graciously and casually cast his
glance in this direction from time to time. It’s up to him.
There is a fine point Bill Gates may wish to consider........that no matter how attractive a
piece of cybernetics may appear, no matter how good a cybernetic product is, it should be
seen for what it is an advertisement and prelude for more research and developments in the
field to come. It should therefore be discouraged in infancy as it could easily lead on a
technological trend and path to hell. And we both need to be reminded of that in the face of
the challenges that lie ahead.
Again straight from the Sumerian text we will both need to keep reminding ourselves that
all that was needed to be put in consideration was done by both Enki and Teema to produce
the well rounded and finished product – Man.
Man was made perfect from Teema and Enki point of view. There are no needs for
adjustments or cybernetic appendages for man. All was considered from this point in time
by Enki and Teema when man was created. Re: Sumerian Text. That is my taking even
though I suspect there is research and development out there now that seriously challenges
my conclusions.
And if anyone is wondering why this paper is generally available it is because I do not want
turn my back go to Africa and Europe is a then a cybernetic hell of sorts or well on a path to
one. This therefore serves as a warning or guide away from the horrors that could be
created.
And yes, there are scientists today or even yesterday who loving look forward to when they
can download there essence into machines. It’s a future no one wisely really wants, a planet
with machine beings that evolved from us here on earth. A future far away from cyborgs
with cybernetics which I imagine is an aspect that the Seals were supposed to put the death
nail to.
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From the point of view of the 12 planets this too is cautionary. And as for sci fi fans I would
say we are supposed to go to the heavens/space with open clean hands divorce of weapons
of war thus symbolic of the universality of peace.
Other than that it is known KKK the ideology, the spirituality or even its adherents are not
wanted in heaven and so be mindful of that......be careful be wise.. Case closed here.
Medical Break through – Enki the Turn around Expert.
I was going through my regular routine here at Cygnet Colchester when it occurred to me
the Psy -Know-how which had lent itself to be used negatively may be used constructively.
And that the know–how was most probably developed by the Sumerians and it got passed
down in families for generations and was used initially for medical purposes.
Its application no doubt got corrupted along the way and the misuse began as the intended
use. That is up until –Eureka! A light went up in my head and I knew among other things it
could be used to suppress high blood pressure aka hyper tension which is a silent killer
among relatively young and middle aged Nigerians......
‘Psy-Know-how’ or ‘Psy Technology’ are the terms I would be loosely using to describe
advanced psychic abilities that may be applied adversely or positively. Up until now
however it had been classified and used for negative assignments. Now we know PsyKnow-how may be used constructively instead for destructive purposes.
It is most likely 2 Sumerian gods, Teema and Enki researched, developed and gave birth to
this Psyhic technology to counter medical challenges of today to which we may for example
have hurriedly ascribed Cybernetics as a viable solution.
And so from this point of view alone this paper had to be written and as a warning of a
future that we should and could easily (cost effectively) avoid:
1. Cyber medicine – As appendages in medicine which should be discouraged.
2. Nano medicine
3. Robotics medicine
High blood pressure aka hyper tension happens to be a silent killer of young Black people in
Nigeria/Africa. It’s one thing to detect it in a person it’s another to be able to afford
medication for it. That too is why it is a silent killer – Affordability of prescribed
medication.
I did say it’s our turn, it’s our time and its also our responsibility......with well managed PsyKnow-how a host of afflictions that have plagued mankind could easily be resolved.
In a world with vested interests this paper is also about putting order to the perceived chaos
that this new discovery may herald. Questions that may arise as to what now happens to
modern medicine may be grossly over exaggerated. Modern medicine and Psy-Know-how
should be used complementarily.
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Advances in Western medicine should not be thrown away in the face of contemporary new
found Psy- Know-how. I would be recommending choices for patients to choose from
along the way.
From clinical western diagnosis of illnesses to then offering medical solutions which may
come in form of:
1. Western prescription pills,
2. Herbal pills or
3. Psy-Know-how
Modern medicine practitioners need not feel threatened or scared. It is an exciting time and
they may practise side by side each other.
The seeming lack of creative solutions along the lines of herbal and biological has no doubt
lead to premature conclusions that solutions may only be found in cybernetics. And thus
research funds for innovative medical solutions have gone the way of cybernetics, robotics
or nano medicine and not herbal or biological organic research.
Diagnosis
It goes without saying modern medicine technology especially can be used without a
shadow of doubt for investigative diagnosis. E.g. Radiological x ray scans for eye, heart,
head and so on. And then there are the years of study to familiarise one with the basics in
human physiology and then biology and chemistry in the body.
These constitute years of knowledge and experience that will not be wasted in the new rush
for painless and non invasive application of Psy-technological medicine as a solution.
Especially as the Know-how appears not to be expensive, hard or difficult to master in cost,
time or in application.
As things stand now from an educational view point there may be different pathways and
criterion to qualifying for what we may define as a Psy-Surgeon. A Psy-Surgeon being one
who has mastered the art of Psy-Technology or Psy-Know-How. They may be categorised
into 3 qualifying groups:
1. 6th form student with standard science (Physic, Chemistry and indispensably
Biology) knowledge + Psy-Know-how
2. Doctor - Standard University medical school route + Psy-Know-how
3. Apprenticeship route.
And it goes without saying Psy-Know-how in the hands of a 6th former should be carefully
monitored. Parental supervision is advised together with perhaps a carefully logged note
book documenting all the Psy-Surgeons activities.
The mind races with possibilities as this medical solution appears ideal for remedying
problems like mental illness/illnesses. Mental illnesses plagues rural and even urban Africa
simply because money for treatment often proves well beyond the patient’s ability to pay for
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it on the long term basis. This tends to result in that cruel picture we see of mental health
patients in Africa being chained down in camps being run by well meant but poorly funded
individuals. Medical bills for illnesses that come along with prescription pills is an issue in
both rural and urban Africa again this is a reason why I believe this medical alternative,
Psy–Technology was researched and developed. And it thus promises to be a panacea to
this old problem.
It is hoped that Secondary school students or 6 formers with Psy-Know-how can be
accorded the positions of medical practitioners but graded to perform certain basic medical
tasks and despatched to rural places in Africa where issues of cost for medication constitute
a hindrance to wellness.
...Since we are talking Africa and cost efficacy we might as well touch on this.... By this I
mean the purchase of certain expensive and bulky medical equipment like X ray machines.
It is an important issue as those who do the purchasing do not know they are in positions to
dictate the form and structure of the product they wish to purchase.
In other words they, the purchasers may do that to reduce their costs in the long term by
specifying that the architecture of their machines should be basically structured so the
manufacturers know to design and allow for units to be included or upgraded in their
products.
The idea of ‘slotting racks’ or ‘units’ is not new and is easily manageable from the point of
view of the purchaser. These may then be periodically when need be be upgraded by their
units or slotted racks that may need replacement.
Units that may need periodic upgrades of slotted racks may thus include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

CPU processors,,
CGI Software,
Graphic imaging processors/cards,
Databases

The purchasers are not burdened with buying the whole bulky frame equipment/machines
a new. Re: X–Ray Machines. This could be more the case in Africa or developing countries
where cost of machines/equipment is a important issue. And so the design of the machines
should be tailored to suit the requirement of the purchasers.
It is why I have suggested ‘slotting racks’ of CPU processors or Graphic imaging processors
to upgrade ...instead of buying new bulky machines.
Other issues like the gay gene as controversial as it may be in West and never voiced out of
fear I imagine would in time in Africa where it is still seen to be a taboo and too much a
burden to carry it would be put to rest and at infancy. Re: Gene edition.
In other words a child may not have to go through the unpleasant experience of being seen
as an outcast or worse still ‘freak’ to live in later life without a family and company of his
own.
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In any case the choice would be presented to the parents to decide the fate of the unborn
child. To be born with the gay gene once identified or not? This is the possibility of choice
modern science now provides us.
In conclusion......i will say a qualified Doctor who has the add on skill of Psy-Know-how
would i imagine be well sought after. That is why I say modern medicine plus Psy-Knowhow is the ‘bomb’ in terms of medical solutions.
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The ‘Seals’ should all remember and document White/Jewish supremacists and their
collaborators dictated the pace all the way through. And I unaided had to do an evaluation
at each and every stage of the way and from my limited view point to determine the way
ahead.
However theoretical the mission can be deemed successful and the final aspect of the
completion of the mission would be in ‘policing’ of the guidelines/conclusions.
Ile Ife – spiritual home of Yoruba people. Yoruba mythology submits it is the place of origin
of man. The University of Ife is situated at the same location.
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Wow! The pictures are of Oduduwa hall, the University of Ife, where I got rechristened....1990.
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Great !!!! Great !!!! GREAT IFE!!!!
Your alumnus salutes you. Tolu Oladimeji class/set of 1990 salutes you...all! Akiikaa!
Unarguably the finest of the class/set of 1990...’Oppressor maximus’ salutes you...all lol.
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Out of the carcasses of that Institution came this gem.....This picture was taken at the
University of Ife,....the year was 1990, ..it was my last year at the University. The other
person in the picture was a course mate.......
A toast to you all, elemu (Palm wine) style - Great Ife!
Cheers and God bless...
Toluwalase Oladimeji aka Eshu/A-Shoe – 1st Knight of Christ.
Author - English, the language of the gods.
This old song by Osibisa should vibrate with old Ife alumni and people of the disapora.
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